
TiP™ Launch 
Launch is a training and education offering for newly purchased equipment.

GE HealthCare’s TiP Launch develops a customized and flexible clinical 
training program based on your staff's skill levels, learning preferences, 
and department needs. TiP Launch helps ensure that you’re utilizing 
equipment to its maximum potential and performance — helping you 
get the most out of your investment.

Enhance your team's confidence with TiP Launch, a comprehensive 
solution for seamless integration of new imaging equipment.  

The Customer Learning Journey is a customized training plan that 
provides a blended training program including self-paced, instructor-
led virtual training and onsite training which builds staff confidence, 
ultimately optimizing system performance for top-tier imaging and 
patient care. Through a collaborative partnership, training is tailored  
to maximize staff competency, understanding your unique goals. 
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Launch enables you to level up your  
team’s skillset with education tailored  
to everyone’s stage of learning

TiP Launch provides access to expert clinical assistance and offers 
scheduled virtual training options. Join a global online user community 
for peer insights and access to online training, video tutorials, clinical 
webinars, and expert cases. For select modalities, the GE HealthCare 
Institute offers hands-on classroom training. Contact your GE HealthCare  
Sales Representative for details on classes and immerse your team in 
focused learning for optimal outcomes.

Preparation 

Customized training plan created with your 
input by you and for you with your clinical 
education trusted advisor

First touch

Optimize image quality and workflow by 
providing quality instructor led pre-training  
prior to onsite training

Triage & support

Build clinical confidence

On-demand Learning and community 

Performance support content, webinars, 
online educational content and GE HealthCare 
WeConnect Community 

The journey continues3–12 monthsGo-live to first 3 months4-8 weeks prior to go-live

Customer Learning Journey: Overview*
Level up your team's skillset with education tailored to everyone's stage of learning.
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* Stages may vary based on modality or system type
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